MEDIA ACCREDITATION
All Media Organisations wishing to have their representatives attend and
report on the 2019 Jayco Herald Sun Tour and Women’s Herald Sun
Tour (known as JHST in this document) are required to apply for media
accreditation for such representatives.
Media accreditation will provide representatives of successful
applications with on-site event access to JHST media areas and media
conferences.
Submitting an application for media accreditation does not guarantee
approval, with all applicants to be notified prior to the event as to
whether they have been successful.
Note – by submitting an application for media accreditation, you are
agreeing to the terms and conditions set out below
JHST 2018 MEDIA ACCREDITATION TERMS AND CONDITIONS
News Corp, via the Herald Sun newspaper (News Corp) is the owner
and organiser of the Jayco Herald Sun Tour.
GTR Events Pty Ltd ACN 606 621 989 (GTR Events) has been
contracted to operate the event (JHST).
Cohen Medianet Pty Ltd ACN 076 822 832 trading as Cozalive Media
(Cozalive Media) has been contracted to supply media management.
All media accreditation is issued at News Corp’s or GTR Events’
discretion and will be forfeited if an accredited representative fails to
adhere to instruction or requests from News Corp or GTR Events.

All rights not expressly granted to the accredited applicant or
representative under these terms are reserved to News Corp.
By definition under this accreditation, ‘Media Organisation’ means an
organisation whose primary purpose is providing news reporting by any
technical platform including individual publications, news websites,
digital platforms, radio and television broadcasters, print media and
news agencies.
Risk - The applicant/representative understands the layout of the JHST
may be unfamiliar, and that attendance at a road cycling event can be
inherently dangerous, so agrees to take care at all times.
The applicant/representative acknowledges that the
applicant/representative assumes all risk and danger incidental to
reporting on the sport of cycling and is responsible for the
applicant’s/representative’s safety and for looking after the
applicant’s/representative’s own property and equipment whilst at the
tour.
To the extent permitted by law, the accredited applicant agrees to
indemnify and hold harmless each of News Corp, GTR Events, Cozalive
Media, Visit Victoria, the State of Victoria, the applicable JHST
sanctioning bodies and each of their employees, officers and agents
(Indemnified Parties) against any loss, claim, expense or damage
suffered by the Indemnified Parties arising in connection with:
(a) a breach of these terms or any law by the applicant and/or its
representative/s;
(b) any negligent, willful or reckless act that the applicant and/or its
representative/s commits at the JHST that causes injury to any person
or loss or damage to any property at the venue or along the JHST
course, including motorcycle or any other accidents;
(c) any injury to or medical condition or loss or damage to property
suffered by the applicant and/or its representative/s.
The applicant agrees that access to the JHST will be refused if the
applicant and/or its accredited representative, is or appears to be, under
the influence of alcohol, narcotics, stimulants or any behavior modifying
substance, and/or the applicant and/or its accredited representative is

behaving, or it is reasonably determined by News Corp or GTR Events
or their employees, officers and agents, that the applicant and/or its
accredited representative is likely to behave, violently, harmfully or in a
manner contrary to public order.
Non-Transferable - The applicant acknowledges that any accreditation
granted to the applicant and/or its representative is personal to the
applicant and/or its representative and any rights in connection with
accreditation may not be transferred, licensed or assigned to another
person or entity.
Media motorcycle access will be restricted to News Corp photographers
and photographers contracted by GTR Events only. Specialised and
feature images (outside of the regular pool distribution) may possibly be
photographed by the above authorised moto-photographers, if requested
in writing to Cozalive Media with at least 24 hours’ notice
Every endeavor will be made to offer the applicant/representative a seat
in media convoy vehicle, but accreditation does not guarantee this
position and it is subject to News Corp and GTR discretion.
Accredited media are not permitted to bet or gamble on JHST races.
All accommodation on tour will be at a reasonable standard and media
can expect twin share arrangements, unless single rooms have been
requested and paid for in advance by the accredited applicant or
representative.
Directions from senior/authorised News Corp, GTR Events or Cozalive
Media personnel and security staff must be adhered to at all times.
INSURANCE - The applicant must at all times during the tour maintain:
● Its own insurance to the value of $20 million public and private liability
● Any other policies of insurance which a prudent business in the
position of the applicant would maintain, or which are reasonably
required by organisers.
● Insurance for equipment used by the applicant and/or its
representative in covering the JHST and organisers will not be
responsible for any loss or damage to that equipment.
● If required by law, workers’ compensation insurance for the applicant
or its representative.

If requested, the applicant must promptly provide organisers with a
certificate of currency evidencing the existence of its insurance.
If the applicant fails to effect or maintain the insurance required
organisers may immediately terminate accreditation.
By submitting an application, the applicant/representative warrants that
the information provided in this application form is true and correct. The
provision of any incorrect information may result in the confiscation of
the 2019 JHST accreditation pass and withdrawal of privileges
BREACH OF TERMS Failure to abide by these terms may result in the
accreditation of the applicant or its representative being revoked or the
application for accreditation being rejected.

